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Abstract: This study examines the influence of social network members (versus strangers) on
sustainable food consumption choices to investigate how social influence can challenge the status quo
in unsustainable consumption practices. We hypothesized that changes to individual consumption
practices could be achieved by revealing ‘invisible’ descriptive and injunctive social norms. We
further hypothesized that it matters who reveals these norms, meaning that social network members
expressing their norms will have a stronger influence on other’s consumption choices than if these
norms are expressed by strangers. We tested these hypotheses in a field experiment (N = 134),
where participants discussed previous sustainable food consumption (revealing descriptive norms)
and its importance (revealing injunctive norms) with either a stranger or social network member.
We measured actual sustainable food consumption through the extent to which participants chose
organic over non-organic consumables during the debrief. Findings showed that revealed injunctive
norms significantly influenced food consumption, more so than revealed descriptive norms. We
also found that this influence was stronger for social network members compared to strangers.
Implications and further research directions in relation to how social networks can be used to evoke
sustainable social change are discussed.
Keywords: social networks; injunctive and descriptive norms; sustainable food consumption; social
influence; sustainability
1. Introduction
Drastic changes in the way we consume energy and resources are needed for the
survival of humans and other species, requiring a system-wide change in practices and
uptake of low-carbon products and behavior [1]. The urgency of the climate change
situation requires rapid changes in consumer behavior [2]. Recent environmental and
political movements, such as ‘Fridays for Future’ or ‘Black Lives Matter’, have highlighted
the strength of social influence to challenge the status quo, leading to serious discussions
about climate change and racial discrimination and the re-evaluation of their governance.
For example, one development arising from the ‘Fridays for Future’ movement is the
‘flygskam’ trend, or flight shaming, pointing out that flying is a shameful act in light of
the climate change crisis, leading to a reduction of air travel, particularly in Sweden [3].
Thus, social influence, understood as the influence of peoples’ social environment on
their attitude, norms, and behavior, could bring about the much-needed drastic change
in behavior (e.g., in relation to air travel) which would take longer to achieve through
regulatory or market-based policies (e.g., slow process in air travel) [4]. Social influence
can happen at many levels, and most movements such as ‘Fridays for Future’ or ‘Black
Lives Matter’ [5,6] start in niches and are often made up of many social networks [7,8].
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Although social influence can be disruptive and challenge the status quo, the mecha-
nisms of how this happens through social networks are still unclear. Different theoretical
approaches and empirical evidence suggest that there are a number of ways in which a
person’s behavior can be changed through social influence. For instance, social learning
theory [9] suggests that behavior is learned through observing and imitating others con-
duct. Further, social identity theory [10] and self-categorization theory [11] suggest that
behavior is influenced through revealed social norms, discussed or shared in relevant social
groups (i.e., social networks). These theories highlight the role of social norms, which can
be observed or communicated in a different way. Social norms are informal rules that guide
group behavior [12]. The role of social norms with regards to changing pro-environmental
behavior is two-fold: Social norms mainly halt and slow down social change; however,
they can also be used to inspire it [13].
Social norms are often split into descriptive and injunctive norms [14]. Descriptive
norms refer to people’s perceptions about what others do, whereas injunctive norms
describe people’s perceptions about what others (dis)approve of. A recent meta-analysis
highlighted their relevance again, showing that making descriptive and injunctive norms
salient indeed influences behavior [15]. In particular, research found that a combination
of a descriptive norm message in favor of acting pro-environmentally together with an
aligned injunctive norm message, suggesting that the majority of people also approve of this
behavior, resulted in the highest increase in pro-environmental behavior [14,16]. Congruent
injunctive and descriptive norms were also found to lead to higher pro-environmental
intentions [17].
Often, however, descriptive and injunctive norms are not congruent in relation to
most pro-environmental behaviors. That is, even if people are generally in favor of a pro-
environmental behavior (injunctive norm, e.g., in relation to sustainable food consumption),
they still do not perform that behavior (descriptive norm, e.g., purchasing sustainable food).
In particular, research shows that in such cases, people are more likely to act on the salient
descriptive norm, hereby making it less likely that they perform the pro-environmental
behavior [14]. An example of this is short-distance air travel for holiday purposes (e.g.,
weekend city trips), which, prior to COVID-19 had become a popular activity among
certain social groups (mainly young, well-educated, capital-city dwellers) [18]. Indeed,
this example highlights the prevailing descriptive social norm regarding air travel in
these groups. However, research has shown that in situations where people maintain or
build social relationships, they are more likely to focus on injunctive norms, rather than
descriptive ones [19,20]. Hence, in an intervention that actively reveals the injunctive norm
in favor of pro-environmental behavior, in addition to a (likely mismatching) descriptive
norm, we could still expect an increase in the desired environmental behavior (in line
with the injunctive norm). However, the question is, are people equally influenced by all
members in society, even in new situations?
Indeed, research into social influencers has shown that strangers can have an influence
over topics ranging from what to eat [21] to policy preferences [22], although the strength of
this influence relative to that of peers is still unclear. In general, people take on norms from
their in-group members to increase similarities with peers and distinguish themselves from
out-group members by rejecting their norms (social identity theory [10]; self-categorization
theory [11]). Thus, it appears most likely that people would act according to revealed
injunctive and descriptive in-group (social network) norms, rather than in line with those
from the out-group (strangers). Hence, in this study we investigated the relative influence
of revealed injunctive and descriptive norms of social network members vs. strangers on
actual organic food consumption.
Current food production and consumption practices account for 30% of anthropogenic
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission and up to 70% of human water consumption [23,24]. Food
choices are to a large part driven by social factors [25,26], thus making it the ideal area
of research to understand how social influence could change behavior on a larger scale,
with a possible substantial impact. So far there is no commonly agreed upon definition
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of what delineates sustainable food. However, certain aspects of sustainable food, such
as organic and Fairtrade, are clearly defined. Hence, since defining what demarcates a
sustainable diet is not straight forward [27], food which is ecological and Fairtrade was
deemed sustainable for the context of this research. Within this category falls food which is
organic, Fairtrade, locally produced, and food with reduced or no packaging.
Overall, research focusing on food consumption has found a strong correlation be-
tween people’s food choices and that of their social network, with a closest match between
spouses but also across peers for some food groups [26]. This research literature can be
divided into several strands. The largest strand of research focusses on the influence of
social networks on unhealthy food and drink consumption practices and related health
issues; such as alcohol consumption [28], sugar intake [29], or obesity [30].
So far, only a small strand of literature examines the influence of social networks
on sustainable food practices (cf. [31–33]). Most of these focus on explaining sustainable
consumption choices with social network or peer effects, rather than the underlying
mechanism of how social networks influence behavior. An exception is the study by
Salazar et al. [33], who investigated the impact of normative information on sustainable
food choices (chocolates). In their experiment, they compared three conditions: (1) A
descriptive norm (how many peers had chosen a sustainable product), (2) a descriptive
norm together with an injunctive norm (how many peers had chosen a sustainable product
and approved of it) with (3) a control condition (no normative information). Salazar et al.
found that in the normative conditions people were more likely to choose a sustainable
product compared to the control group. Salazar et al.’s [33] findings thus support the idea
of a direct link between descriptive and injunctive norm saliency and sustainable behavior.
Interestingly, the study also found no difference between the two normative conditions,
i.e., descriptive norm information vs. descriptive and injunctive norm information. Similar
research, focusing on understanding and harnessing the influence of social networks
(family and peers) on food consumption choices, can be found in the health domain. A
number of these studies are field trials (e.g., on reducing sugar intake [29], meta-analysis
on determinants of (un)healthy dietary practices [34]). However, none of the research we
have found compares the influence of social network members to that of strangers. Neither
have we found research showing how normative information could be revealed within
networks in real life.
Scott’s [35] research on discussions within networks provides a suggestion of how
norms could be revealed (or ‘made salient’) in real life. The results showed that talking
to network members about a certain topic can influence people’s attitudes and in turn
their norms in relation to this topic. Other studies have also shed some light on how
social networks can be used to reveal social norms. For example, a study investigating
the relationship of different social network factors with sustainable food consumption [36]
showed that the larger the group of social network members a person talks to about
food matters, the stronger an individual’s descriptive norm to purchase sustainable food.
Although the study by Schubert [36] did not collect data in respect to the nature of the
food discussions between network members, these two studies imply that discussing a
specific type of pro-environmental behavior within a social network will likely make salient
(injunctive and descriptive) norms, hereby making it easier to act upon them. Therefore,
the present study focused on discussing sustainable food matters as a real-life example of
how to reveal the more visible descriptive and the less visible injunctive norms towards
sustainable food choices.
Thus, the main aim of this experimental study was to examine if descriptive and
injunctive norms, revealed through discussions in relation to sustainable food matters,
led to more sustainable food consumption choices made by people paired-up with social
network members than those paired with a stranger. In this study, we measured actual
sustainable food consumption in relation to organic consumables, as this categorization is
well known and easily distinguishable in shops.
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We put forward the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1 (H1). Individuals paired with a social network member will choose more organic
(vs. non-organic consumables) compared to those paired with a stranger, after having revealed their
injunctive and descriptive norms in favor of sustainable food consumption.
We made the following assumption: We expected that the expressed ‘less visible’
injunctive norm towards sustainable shopping (i.e., the importance of buying sustainable
food shopping) was likely to be positive. The reason for this is that if there are no negative
personal consequences involved in choosing a sustainable behavior, such as a higher price
or less availability, then people are more likely to choose the more sustainable option as
most people have values and norms in favor of doing good for the environment [37,38].
In this study, we measured sustainable food consumption and, thus, expected that the
prevalent injunctive norm would be the desired behavior (i.e., to choose organic over non-
organic consumables on offer). The expressed descriptive norm in relation to sustainable
food consumption is likely to vary, depending on whether individuals already purchase
sustainable food (positive descriptive norm) or not (negative descriptive norm). However,
as mentioned above, in social situations (maintaining or building relationships) people
might be more likely to focus on injunctive norms [19,20]. Thus, it is likely that the revealed
negative descriptive norm information, indicating that people do not tend to purchase
sustainable food, would be overridden by a stronger (and overwhelmingly positive and
made ‘visible’) injunctive norm in favor of sustainable food consumption.
Hence, we put forward the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2 (H2). The revealed injunctive norm influences sustainable consumption choices
more than the revealed descriptive norm.
2. Method
The experiment was run as an activity for the Festival of Learning at Bournemouth
University, UK. The Festival of Learning provided a good opportunity to investigate social
influence as some individuals attend on their own (so they could be paired with a ‘stranger’)
and some attend the festival with friends or family (so they could be paired with a social
network member). The activity was advertised under the following title, ‘What others
tell us about our shopping behavior’. The following information was provided about the
activity: ‘Ever wanted to take part in psychology research? Now is your chance! Come
and see our Psychology Department and have the opportunity to take part in a short
experiment about your shopping behavior as an example of how and why we measure
human behavior. You can also learn about the type of information collected and conclusions
that can be drawn from such research.’ Ethical approval for the experiment was sought
from the University of Bournemouth Research Council prior to running both activities and
collecting data.
The present study used a one-way between-subject design. The manipulation variable
was the pairing of participants either with a social network member or a stranger to discuss
food matters, in relation to current sustainable shopping behavior (revealing the descriptive
norms) and the importance of sustainable food shopping (revealing the injunctive norms),
during the pair-work activity. The participants did not receive any incentive other than
consumables (i.e., cold or hot beverage and biscuits) for taking part in the experiment.
2.1. Procedure
Participants arrived at the psychology research lab either on their own, in pairs,
or small groups. Upon arrival they were greeted by the researcher who explained the
experiment. Before the start of the activity, participants were informed that they were free
to leave at any time and written consent was sought from each participant, in order to use
the data.
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2.1.1. Dividing Participants into Pairs for the Experiment
At the start of the experiment, participants were either paired with a stranger or with a
member of their social network (friend, family member, or other person they arrived with).
The pairing up of participants was based on opportunity sampling. Sampling occurred
in three ways: (1) When people arrived with one other social network member they were
mainly kept together; (2) when two people arrived that did not know each other (strangers)
they were paired together; (3) if two groups of people arrived, they were sometimes split
into pairs of strangers. Sampling occurred in this way to balance out stranger and social
network group samples.
2.1.2. The Experiment
All participant pairs were then taken to separate cubicles to work through the exper-
iment questionnaire (Figure A1, Appendix A). The experiment consisted of three parts
(Appendix A, part 2). In the first part of the experiment, participants were asked to in-
dependently fill in one question about their current sustainable food shopping behavior.
This was followed by two questions they were asked to discuss with their assigned partner.
In the discussion questions the partners were asked to discuss their current sustainable
food shopping behavior (revealed descriptive norm) and the perceived importance of
purchasing sustainable food (revealed injunctive norm). Participants were asked to record
their answers to the two discussion questions, writing down similarities and differences in
their shopping behaviors and their expressed importance of sustainable food shopping.
After the discussion, they were asked to independently fill in some further questions. These
asked their intention to purchase sustainable food in the future which was used as a decoy
dependent variable and was not analyzed. Additionally, they were asked about the size of
their social network (degree) and the percentage of sustainable shoppers in the network.
Furthermore, participants were asked about the lengths of the relationship and the nature
of the relationship (friend, family, stranger, etc.) with their discussion partner. This infor-
mation was only used to verify the relationship between network partners and strangers
and not included in the analysis because it was only relevant for network members. The
last two questions collected basic demographic information, namely age and biological sex.
Once participants had completed the experiment questionnaire the pairs were asked to
join the researcher for a debrief, where the participants were offered the consumables (the
dependent variable). It was not revealed to the participants that their consumption choices
were part of the experiment until after they had made their choices. The consumables were
on offer in a separate room (Figures A2 and A3, Appendix A), which was about 2.5 × 3.5 m
large and was only accessed after the pair-work. Participants entered the room with their
paired-up partner, thus their social network member or stranger, and were left to make their
own choices before re-joining the researcher. The organic and non-organic options were
set up on separate tables, one in a more obvious and easily reachable position on the left
side of the room and the second positioned on the right side of the room, in a slightly less
visible and less reachable position (Figures A2 and A3, Appendix A). Beverage containers
(plastic cups, cardboard cups, ceramic cups, and glasses) were placed on the table next to
the easily reachable consumables. The set-up of the organic and non-organic consumables
was regularly reversed during the day and over the period of the data collection so that
at different times of the day either organic or non-organic items were placed in the easily
reachable and visible position. This reversed placing was done to exclude a location bias
so that the choice of consumables was not based on their position in the room but due to
actual preferences (cf. [38,39]).
During the debrief participants were asked a manipulation check question to test
whether they were blind to the actual behavior measure of the study, their actual consump-
tion choices (Figure A4, Appendix A). At the end of the debrief participants were thanked
for their participation and escorted out.
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2.2. Dependent and Independent Variables
2.2.1. Dependent Variable
Actual consumption choices. We measured actual food consumption choices. On offer
were the following consumables: tea (black and peppermint), coffee, water, orange juice,
milk, sugar, and biscuits. All choices were offered as organic and non-organic and were
matched in appearance.
To match their appearance consumable items were decanted into identical containers
such as glass Kilner jars (i.e., for teas and coffees), glass jugs (i.e., for orange juice and
water), bowls (i.e., for sugar), small milk jugs (i.e., for milk) and plates (i.e., for the biscuits).
The only visible differences between the consumption choices on offer were the labels
for each consumable item (e.g., organic tea vs. tea (for the non-organic consumable)
which were written on same-sized labels in the same font. The labels were placed in
front of the consumable items to avoid participants choosing items based on any visible
differences between them. Additionally, participants had the choice of the following
beverage containers: plastic cups, cardboard cups, ceramic cups, and glasses. These were
not included in the actual consumption choice score. Actual consumption choices were
recorded twice, once covertly by the researcher, while participants made their choice and a
second time, by the participant, during the debrief. The double recording was done to avoid
missing and incorrect data that might occur owing to social desirability recording of data
on behalf of the participants [40] and human error in recording on both the participants’
and researchers’ side. The actual consumption score was created by subtracting the sum of
all the organic consumable choices from the sum of all the non-organic consumable choices
made by each participant with possible answers ranging from −5 to 5.
2.2.2. Independent Variables
Pairing with network member (manipulation variable). Participants were either paired
with somebody they knew (i.e., social network member) or with a stranger to complete the
experiment. This was a binary variable (0 = stranger, 1 = network member).
Revealed sustainable descriptive norms. The paired-up experiment partners were asked
to discuss the following question ‘How regularly do you buy sustainable food products
that can be described by the categories above (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging
and locally sourced food)?’ They were then asked to record similarities and differences that
were discussed with the partners. These qualitative answers were coded in a dichotomous
variable, with 1 (=positive descriptive norm towards sustainable food shopping) for indi-
viduals which indicated that they purchased some sustainable food at least some of the
times, and 0 (=negative/non-positive descriptive norm towards sustainable food shopping).
Unclear answers were cross-checked with the current sustainable shopping behavior—
‘How often do you buy any of the following’, answer options: Organic/Fairtrade/locally
sourced/food with little or no packaging, measured on a 7-point semantic Likert scale rang-
ing from never to always [36]. The current sustainable shopping behavior question formed
the basis for the discussion and was not further analyzed. All answers were independently
coded by two authors and difficult cases were discussed.
Revealed sustainable injunctive norms. Partners discussed the following question: ‘How
important do you think it is to buy sustainable food and why?’. Participants were again
asked to record their discussed similarities and differences and these qualitative answers
were also coded in a dichotomous variable. Answers were coded by two authors and
cross-checked: 1 (=positive injunctive norm) was given to individuals who recorded that
they found sustainable food purchasing important; 0 (=negative/non-positive injunctive
norm) was given to individuals who reported that they did not find sustainable food
purchasing important or recorded an answer which did not provide a value in relation
to importance.
Size of the social network (degree). Network size was included as a confounding variable
because research found that network size appears to influence norms and behavior. The
direction of this influence is still unclear, with some studies reporting that larger networks
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are more likely to influence behavior (cf. [41]); however, other research suggests network
size is negatively related to uptake of norms or adoption likelihood [35,42]. In this study
we measured network size by asking participants: ‘How large is your social network of
friends, family, and important others? Please tick one of the options below: 1–5, 6–10,
11–15, 16–20, 21–25, 26–30, >30 (people) (size categories given by the researcher)’ (based on
Kadushin [43]).
Percentage of sustainable shoppers. The percentage of sustainable shoppers in one’s
network was also included as a confounding variable as it has been previously found to
influence norms and in turn behavior [35]. In this study we asked participants to estimate
the percentage of sustainable shoppers in their social network on a scale from 0–100%.
Participants were asked: ‘How large is the percentage of people that buy sustainable food
products in your social network? Please use the slider bar below to indicate the percentage
of people that buy sustainable food products in your social network by marking your
answer with an X in the appropriate position. Below are some guidelines: ≤25% indicating
a minority (about 1/4 or less), ≈50% (more or less half of the people), ≥75% indicating a
majority (more than 3/4 of the people).’ The slider bar was divided into steps of 10% from
0–100%. This was based on a measure in Kadushin [43].
Experiment manipulation check. To test whether participants guessed that the con-
sumables were part of the experimental set-up, all participants were asked the following
question once they had chosen their consumables: ‘What do you think the experiment was
about?’ This was an open-ended question.
2.3. Participants
Participants included people from the local community and university who were
interested in attending the various activities organized during the Festival of Learning.
The total sample included 176 participants; however, 6 participants were excluded because
they did not pass the manipulation test by guessing that the consumables they chose
were part of the experiment. A further 22 participants did not want any consumables and
had to be excluded from the experiment. In addition, 10 participants did not record any
revealed injunctive or descriptive norms, and thus did not follow instructions and had to be
excluded from the experiment. An additional 6 participants had missing information in the
confounding factors and thus were also excluded from the analysis, leaving a final sample
of 132 participants for the analyses. This participant sample consisted of 72 participants in
the social network members group and 60 in the strangers group.
2.4. Analysis
Analyses of the experiment results were performed in SPSS 26. We first performed
a t-test and chi-square tests to establish whether our experimental set-up produced non-
biased results regarding the pairing of experiment partners and the placing of food items.
Second, we performed a multiple linear regression to test whether our manipulation,
namely the pairing of social network members and strangers, and the intervention, i.e., the
discussion of current sustainable food shopping behavior (revealing descriptive norms) and
the importance of sustainable food (revealing injunctive norms), resulted in significantly
higher actual sustainable consumption for the social network members (H1). Furthermore,
the regression analysis tested our second hypothesis, whether the revealed injunctive norms
influenced sustainable consumption choices more than the revealed descriptive norms
(H2). Finally, we regressed three independent variables (pairing, descriptive, and injunctive
norms) and two confounding variables (number of social network members; percentage of
sustainable shoppers in the network) on our dependent variable (actual consumption).
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3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Results
Table 1 provides descriptive information on the dependent, independent, and con-
founding variables included in the regression. Additionally, it provides descriptive infor-
mation on current sustainable food shopping behavior, age, and biological sex.
Overall, we can see some variations in current sustainable shopping behavior in
both groups (i.e., social network members and strangers), with scores varying between
2 (almost never) to 5 (often) in the social network group and from 1 (never) to 6 (almost
always) in the strangers group (total range 1–7). However, both groups showed on average
similar, relatively low, current sustainable behavior (i.e., sometimes). Independent sample
t-test results confirmed that there were no significant differences between the pairs of
strangers (M = 3.93, SD = 0.89) and social network members (M = 3.82, SD = 0.67) on
current sustainable shopping behavior (tcurrent shopping(130) = 0.81, p = 0.417). The t-test
results also confirmed that there was no significant difference in age between the groups
(tage(129) = 1.59, p = 0.113). Furthermore, an independent sample t-test showed that there
was also no significant difference in actual consumption related to the set-up locations of
consumables in the room, (i.e., non-organic front (N = 70, M = 0.41, SD = 2.24) and the
organic front N = 62, (M = 1.07, SD = 1.98, t = −176, p = 0.08). Therefore, the results of
both set-up conditions were combined for the analyses. Finally, the chi-square test results
showed no significant group differences based on biological sex with both groups having a
slightly higher female population than males (social network members: females = 58.3%,
males = 41.7%; strangers: females = 66.7%, males = 33.3%) (X2 (1, N = 132) = 0.97, p = 0.326).
Thus, we concluded that the sampling procedure did not cause any bias regarding the
consumable set-up, participant’s current sustainable shopping behavior, or biological sex.
Table 1. Descriptive information of dependent, independent, confounding variables, and variables of interest according to
experimental group (social network members vs. strangers).
Variables
Social Network Members Strangers
Min Max Mean SE SD Min Max Mean SE SD
Variables in the multiple linear regression
Actual sustainable consumption 1,a −5 5 1.21 0.24 2.05 −5 5 0.13 0.27 2.12
Revealed sustainable descriptive norms 2,b 0 1 0.93 0.03 0.26 0 1 0.83 0.05 0.38
Revealed sustainable injunctive norms 2,b 0 1 0.94 0.03 0.23 0 1 0.82 0.05 0.39
Percentage of sustainable shoppers in the
social network 3,c 6 65 33.50 1.91 16.22 4 78 37.35 2.13 16.51
Number of social network members 3,d 3 33 18.28 1.01 8.59 3 33 16.67 1.16 8.97
Descriptive information only
Current sustainable shopping behavior e 2 5 3.82 0.08 0.67 1 6 3.93 0.11 0.89






NStrangers = 60 (NStrangers age = 59), NSocial Network = 72, 1 dependent variable; 2 independent variable; 3 confounding factor; a difference
between sustainable and non-sustainable food choices, possible answers range −5 to 5; b dichotomous variable (no = 0, yes = 1; male = 0,
female = 1); c variable measured ranging from 0–100%; d variable measured in size categories (e.g., 1–5, 6–10); e variable measured on a
7-point Likert scale; f variable measured as an open-ended number entry in years.
3.2. Predicting Actual Sustainable Consumption
The multiple linear regression results (Table 2) supported our hypotheses, showing
that discussing descriptive and injunctive norms with social network members (compared
to strangers) significantly influenced actual organic consumption choices (H1), leading
to more organic consumption choices. In addition, we found that revealed sustainable
injunctive norms (thus positive injunctive norms towards sustainable food) significantly
influenced actual organic consumption choices (also Figure 1), thus providing support
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for hypothesis H2, showing a positive relationship. The revealed descriptive norms did
not influence actual consumption choices. Additionally, the confounding factors (percent-
age of sustainable shoppers, number of social network members) did not explain actual
consumption choices.
Table 2. Multiple linear regression of social network pairing (vs. strangers), injunctive and descriptive
norms, and confounding social network factors on actual consumption choices.
Variables B SE β t p-Value
Pairing with social network member (vs. stranger) a 0.90 0.37 0.21 2.41 0.017
Revealed sustainable descriptive norms a 0.47 0.60 0.07 0.79 0.433
Revealed sustainable injunctive norms a 1.21 0.59 0.18 2.06 0.042
Percentage of sustainable shoppers in the social network b 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.99 0.324
Number of social network members c 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.52 0.603
(Constant) −1.86 0.85 −2.20 0.030
R2 = 0.11, adjusted R2 = 0.08, F (5, 126) = 3.24, p = 0.009
a Dichotomous variable; b variable measured ranging from 0–100%; c variable measured in size categories (e.g.,
1–5, 6–10).
Figure 1. Actual consumption choices plotted against positive and negative (sustainable) injunctive
and descriptive norms per experimental group (paired with a social network member or stranger).
Note: Actual consumption choices ranged from −5 (all non-organic consumption choices) to 5 (all
organic consumption choices, 0 = equal amount of organic and non-organic choices), IN_negative =
revealed injunctive norms not in favor of sustainable food, IN_positive = revealed injunctive norms
in favor of sustainable food, DN_negative = revealed descriptive norms not in favor of sustainable
food, DN_positive = revealed descriptive norms in favor of sustainable food.
4. Discussion
The overall aim of this research was to understand the mechanisms of social influence
by looking at the influence of social networks on consumer behavior. Social networks form
the building blocks of social movements and indeed society. Thus, to achieve dramatic
changes we need to understand the role social networks play in changing behavior. Previ-
ous empirical research suggested that one plausible route could be via the communication
of descriptive norms and injunctive norms (cf. meta-analysis by Bergquist et al. [15]).
Thus, in this experimental study we investigated the influence of revealed descriptive
and injunctive norms through discussions on a particular topic (i.e., sustainable food).
In particular, we explored whether descriptive and injunctive norms revealed by social
network members had a stronger influence on actual consumption choices than those
revealed by strangers. Both groups (strangers and social network members) showed
similar initial scores of relatively low current sustainable behavior (i.e., sometimes) and
reported social networks that varied similarly in size and sustainable shopping members.
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Nevertheless, the organic food consumption displayed varies significantly between the
groups suggesting that social influence occurred most strongly through the social network.
Specifically, we found that, in line with our hypothesis (H1), descriptive and injunctive
norms revealed by social network members had a stronger influence on actual consumption
behavior than those revealed by strangers. These findings are in line with social identity
theory [10] and self-categorization theory [11], which suggest that people behave in line
with in-group norms (i.e., those of the social network member) but try to distinguish
themselves from out-group norms (i.e., those from the strangers). It is possible that this
drive to distinguish oneself from the out-group also had an influence, resulting in strangers
opting for the opposite choice and maybe also the opposite location, to each other. This
would then suggest that norms could have a push or pull characteristic, depending on who
reveals them.
Findings further showed that revealed injunctive norms in favor of sustainable food
significantly influenced actual organic food choices, meaning that people were more likely
to act in accordance with the revealed injunctive norms than the descriptive norms. This
finding is in line with Cialdini and Trost [19] and Jacobson et al. [20], showing that if
sustainable injunctive norms are made salient with social network members, to maintain
or build relationships, they can override less sustainable descriptive norms. Of course, the
experimental situation created was unique in that negative consequences were removed
from the sustainable consumption situation (i.e., no increased cost or inconvenience).
This may have made people feel able to choose more sustainable options as most people
believe it is the ‘right thing to do’ (cf. [37,38]). Future research should validate these
findings by repeating this experiment under more realistic conditions to investigate if the
social influence of network members is strong enough to overcome negative consequences
or barriers naturally inherent in sustainable consumption situations, such as increased
cost [39] or food shopping habits [40–42]. This leads us to speculate that if, for example,
subsidies were paid towards producing sustainable food, or non-sustainable food prices
were adjusted to the real cost of their production, making sustainable food prices equal to
that of non-sustainable food products, people would be very likely to purchase sustainable
food [43].
It might be possible that, in addition to a salient injunctive norm influencing behavior,
the revealed situational descriptive norms (i.e., watching your network member) might
be responsible for the difference in actual consumption choices. In other words, it might
be possible that observing a social network member choosing sustainable consumption
choices (i.e., observing a situation-based descriptive norm) might have led to an increase of
this behavior in the group. Indeed, some research has suggested that people are more likely
to learn descriptive norms experientially (i.e., observing others) rather than conceptually
(i.e., based on what others say they do) as shown in a cross-sectional study on community
engagement [44]. A limitation of our study is that we were unable to separate discussion
members when they made their choices so as to not arouse suspicion about the actual
behavior measure. Therefore, we cannot separate whether experiential learning was more
relevant than conceptual learning about norms. Future studies could investigate whether
the focus should lie on experiential learning (i.e., observing others perform the behavior)
or conceptual learning (i.e., hearing about others behavior) about norms or both.
Nevertheless, it seemed surprisingly easy to influence people’s sustainable consump-
tion behavior despite the relatively low current sustainable food consumption behavior
reported (i.e., sometimes). Therefore, it might be possible to develop social marketing
strategies and interventions which could harness the power of social networks in situations
where new majority norms need to be made salient, or where a more visible majority
descriptive norm towards the undesired behavior needs to be overridden by the less visible
but likely more positive majority injunctive norm towards the desired alternative. An
example of how to implement such a program comes from a feasibility study in the health
domain. Gudzune et al. [29] successfully implemented a six-week program to decrease
sugar intake among public housing residents, utilizing peer educators and social network
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helpers. Findings showed a significant decrease in sugar intake in peer educators and their
networks. However, due to the peer educator aspect, the program was also a lot more
complex and time-consuming than our study. Naturally, questions remain regarding the
stability of our and Gudzune et al.’s behavior change effect and whether a more stable
habit could be established with repeated exposure.
Furthermore, we controlled for two confounding factors, the percentage of sustainable
shoppers in people’s social networks and overall social network size, both previously
found to influence consumer behavior [36,45]. We found that neither factor explained
actual consumption choices. From these findings, it appears that there is no need for a
majority to change consumer behavior, but that people can be influenced (at least in the
moment) by single social network members. However, it is important to keep in mind
that unlike the descriptive and injunctive norms, which were made salient through the
discussion with a social network member, the other two social network factors were not
made salient in this experiment. The question remains though: If the discussion topic had
focused on the number of sustainable shoppers in the network rather than current shopping
behavior and its importance, would people still have been influenced? Future research
could try to disentangle whether there is a difference between the kind of information
(i.e., whether to focus on personal, group, or societal social norms) that is most relevant in
bringing about the biggest change in behavior in the desired direction.
Finally, we would like to point out a further possible limitation of our study. Although
the sample of the study was varied, it was nevertheless a particular cohort of individuals
that enjoyed learning new things and was open to new experiences. Since this applied
to both groups, strangers, and social network members, and both groups were matched
on key demographic and pre-experimental variables, we feel confident that the particular
cohort had no significant impact on the results of this study.
The findings from this research, if replicated in even more natural settings, could
suggest new routes into changing consumer behavior. The current study seems to suggest
that for others to change their consumer behavior, no majority of already established
sustainable consumers is needed. In particular, discussions with social network members
might be strong enough to turn consumer behavior towards more sustainable choices,
regardless of the initial situation, as they can make explicit and salient favorable norms
in relation to sustainable behavior. In particular, because injunctive norms towards pro-
environmental behavior are often positive but less visible, discussing such norms explicitly
might help people to act on injunctive norms (e.g., your friend is in favor of buying
sustainable products) rather than, for example, negative descriptive norms that can be
perceived without such discussions (i.e., most people do not buy sustainable products
in shops). Wider implications might be that new norms could be spread through social
networks by making relevant (pro-environmental) behavior more visible, by talking about
and demonstrating the desired behavior, in turn leading to behavior change. This finding
is supported by the ‘flygskam’ trend, which discourages air travel and has been shown to
lead to a drop in air travel, at least in the short-term. Thus, in order to spread the uptake
of new behavior, different networks which are interlinked in social movements such as
‘Fridays for Future’ could simultaneously adopt strategies to reveal social norms, leading
to a change revolution.
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Appendix A
Part 1: Photos of the experiment set up
Figure A1. One of the rooms for the pair activity.
Figure A2. View into the room with the consumables. Left table shows organic consumables. Right
table shows non-organic consumables currently in the less convenient position.
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Figure A3. Left table showing organic consumables in the easier to reach position at the front of
the room.
Figure A4. Feedback room.
Part 2:
Experiment activity information (Document presented to the participants)
ID_____
Bournemouth University, Festival of Learning Event: Psychological Experiment
This BU Festival of Learning Event will provide you with a first-hand experience of
psychological research. The text below will briefly explain what the experiment is about.
We are going to measure your grocery shopping behaviour and will ask you a bit about
your social network, i.e., your friends, family and important others such as colleagues,
neighbours etc. This experiment will contain written and non-written exercises. No
physical or emotional harm will come to you during this experiment. However, you are
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free to withdraw your participation at any time during the experiment. The exact purpose
of the study, its design and results will be explained to you after your participation.
This document contains four brief exercises. Please follow them in order. Don’t
look at the next page until you have completed the exercise on the page before.
The information that you provide will be treated in the strictest confidence and you
will not be identified in any way, in line with the British Psychological Society’s Code of
Conduct. In order for the researchers to use your anonymous data in the future we would
like to ask you to provide written consent.
• I confirm that I have read and understood the information about the project above.
• I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to stop participating
at any point while completing the study, without having to give a reason and without
any consequences.
• I understand that any information recorded in the investigation will remain confiden-
tial and no information that identifies me will be made publicly available.
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning
Event.
Signed _________________ Date __________
The first set of questions will ask you about your current food shopping behaviour.
This should be answered independently by each participant and forms the basis of the
experiment.
Q1. How often do you buy any of the following.
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The f rst e  f q estions will ask y  abo  your curr nt food sh pp ng b hav-
iour. This should b  answ r d ind pend ntly by ach participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. H w ften do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldo  Some imes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food             
Orga ic food           
Food with little or no 
packing           
Lo ally s urced food          
Pleas ow c mpar  your food s op ing behavio r b v  wi h that o  your dis-
c ssion pa tner. The pt ons ov  d scribe sust inabl  food shopping b haviour, g.,
b ying fair-trade or rganic fo d. Everyon sh ws e differences and simil iti s
sustainable shop ing. H w similar or dis i ilar re you your disc sion p rt r
y u sustainable food shopping. If y liv  in t e same h usehold n  eat or buy th
food togeth r, woul you do hings dif re tly if this was not the cas ? Pl ase write 
d n some bri f n tes.
Q2. How regularly do you buy susta nable f d produc s that c n be described by
the categories above ( .e., fai -t de, o ganic, littl  or no p ckaging and locally s urced 










The ext se  f ques ions hou d be answered nd pend ntl gain by each artic-
ipant. The questions will ask so e i fo ti n about r f o  shoppi g b havi ur
and your social n twork, i.e., friends, family and important others. 
Q4. Which ustainable food prod c s do y u ntent o buy during y ur nex  shop? (this question 
was used as  decoy t  refl ct from the actual consumption data c llection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 











V r  
Likely 
Fairtrade food             
Organic food             
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
            
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• I u derstand ha  any inform tio rec r e  i e investig tion  r ain confi-
ent al and no formatio that ident fi s me will be made publicly a ilabl .
• I co sent to aking part in is exp riment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________   Da  _________ 
Th  f rst et of q estio s wil  ask you ab ut your curr nt food sh pping behav-
iour. This should be a sw re  i d enden ly by each p r icipant and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How ten d  ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldo  Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food             
Organic food            
Food with little or no 
packing             
Locally sourced food            
Please w com are you  food p ng beha i r bov wi h that o  your di -
c ssion p tner. The pt on  ove d scribe sustai a l  fo d shopp ng b ha iour, .g.,
b ying fair-tr de or rg n c food. Everyone sh ws o e differences and simil iti s
su tainable shopping. H w similar or dis i i ar are y u you disc sion p rtn r in
y ur sustainable f od shopping. If y liv  in th ame h useh d and ea  or buy th
food together, woul you o hings di f ren ly if this was not th  case? Please write 
down some ri f no es.
Q2. How reg la ly do you buy susta nable fo d produc s th t c n be desc ibed by
the cat gories above ( .e. fair-t de, o ganic, little or no packaging a d lo ally sourced 









The next e  f que io s h d be a swere i dependently gain by ach artic-
ipant. The questions will ask some i fo m tio  ab ut your f o  shopp ng behav ur
and your s cial network, i.e., friends, fa ily and impo tant others. 
Q4. Which ustainable fo  pr du s o you i ten  o buy during y u next sh p? (this q estion 
was used as  d coy to reflect from the ctual consumptio  data collectio  after t  a tivity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
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• I u de st n  ha  any inform n r c rde e inv stig tion  r main confi-
ent al a d no i form ti t at ide fies me will be made publicly a ilabl .
• I co sent to ak ng part in h experiment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
S g ed _________   Da  _________ 
The f rst t f q esti s wil  ask you about y ur cu rent food sh pping b hav-
iour. This should be a sw re  i d p ntly by each p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How often do ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
Seldo  Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food            
Organic food             
Food with little or no 
packing              
Locally sourced food             
Please ow comp re you  fo d op ng beha i r bov wi h that o  your dis-
c ssi pa t r. The opt ons bove d cr be su t inabl  fo d shopp ng b haviour, .g.,
b yi g fair-tr de o g nic f od. Ev ryon  sh ws o e differ nces and iti s
su t inable shopping. H w simila or di i ila are y u your disc sion p rtn r in
y ur sustainable f od shopp ng. If y liv  in the ame househo d and ea  or buy th
food toget , woul you o hings di f rent y if his w  not th  case? Please write 
down some ri f notes.
Q2. How reg l ly d  you buy sustainabl  fo d pro ucts th t c n be described by
the categ ies ab v ( .e., fair-t de, organic, littl  o  no packaging and lo ally sourced 










The next e  ques s h u d be a sw re i dependently gain by each artic-
ipant. The questions will ask s me i f matio  ab ut your food shopp ng behaviour
and your s cial network, i.e., friend , fa ily and impo tant others. 
Q4. Which u tainable f o  pr d s do you i en   b y during your xt shop? (this question 
was used as  d coy to reflec  from the ctua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
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• I u d st n  ha  any i form t o  r co de in the inv stig tion will remain confi-
ent al and no i formatio ha  ident fies me will b  made publicly a il bl . 
• I co sent o ak ng part in th experime t which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
S g ed _________     Dat  _________ 
Th  f rst t of questi ns wil  a k you bout y ur current food sh pping beh v-
iour. This should be swe ed i dependently by ach p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1 How often do ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almo t 
Never 
Seldo  Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food             
Organic food               
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced food               
Pl ase ow c mpar  y u fo d pp n  beha i r bov with th t of y ur dis-
c ssi pa tn r. The option bov  sc  su t inabl  fo d shopp ng b haviour, e.g.,
b yi g fair-tr d  or rg n c foo . Everyon  h w  o e differ nces and simil iti s
su tai abl  hopping. H w imil r or di lar are y u  your disc ion p rtner in
y ur ustainabl f od s pp ng. If y u iv  n th am  hous ho d and ea  or buy th
ood toget er, would you  hings di feren ly if this w  not th  case? Please write 
down ome ri f n tes.
Q2. H w reg l ly d  y u uy sustainab e fo d products th t c n be described by
he categ ies ab ve ( .e., fai -t ad , organic, little r no packaging and lo ally sourced 










The next   ques s ho d be swer i depe dently gain by each artic-
ipa t. The questi ns will sk me i fo matio  ab ut your food shopp ng behaviour 
and your s cial etw rk, i.e., friends, fa ily and impo tant others. 
Q4. Which u tain ble f o  pr s o you i en  to buy during y ur ext shop? (this question 
was used as  d coy o reflect fr m the actua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
it was not analysed). 










Likely Li l  
Very 
Likely 
Fairtrade food             
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• I u d st n  th  y inform t on r co ded i  th  inv stig tion will remain confi-
ent al and no i form tion th t ide t f es me will be made publicly a ilable. 
• I co sent o ak ng p rt in th experiment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
S g ed __     Date _________ 
Th  f rst of ques i wil  ask you about y ur current food sh pping behav-
iour. This should be swe e  i dependently by ach p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How often do ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
Seldo  Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade f od              
Organic f od              
Food with little or no 
packing               
Locally sourced food              
Pl se ow compar  y u fo d opp ng beha i ur abov with that f your dis-
c ssi pa tn r. The options b ve d scri e su t inabl  f d hopp ng b haviour, e.g.,
b yi g fai -tr de or g nic food. Everyo  shows ome diffe nces and simil iti s
sustain ble sh pping. H w simil r di ilar are y u t  your discus ion partner in
y ur ustai able f od shopp g. If you liv  in th am  house o d nd ea  or buy th
food oget er, would you o things di f rently if this w  not th  case? Please write 
down ome ri f n es.
Q2. How e l ly d  u buy ustaina e fo d products th t can be described by
he categ ies ab v  ( .e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and lo ally sourced 










Th  next e  ques s hou d be a swer i depe dently gain by eac  artic-
pa . The q stions w ll sk s me formatio  ab ut your fo d shopp ng behaviour 
and your s cial etwork, i e., friends, fa ily and impo tant others. 
Q4. Whi h t i bl  f o  pr d s do yo  i  to buy during y ur ext shop? (this question 
was sed as coy o ref ect rom t  actua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
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• I u erstan th t ny i form tion recorded in th  i vestigation will remain confi-
d tia and n  for ation that d nt fies  will be made publicly a ilable. 
• I c sent to aking n is experim nt which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed      Dat  __________ 
Th f rs  set of q estio s wi l sk about your curr nt food sh pping behav-
iour. Th s should b  an w red independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. H  oft n do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food              
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced food               
Ple se c m are y  fo d shopping behav ur above w th that of your dis-
c s i n pa tner. Th  ptions ab v sc e sustainabl f od shopping behaviour, e.g.,
b ying i -tra  rgan c f d. Everyone shows o  differe ces a d s mil iti s
ustainabl  n . How s m lar o di simila  are you t  your disc ssio partner in
y ur su t inabl food sh ppi g. If ou liv  in the sam  ho s old and eat or buy th
food t get er, ould you o t i gs diffe ently if th s was not the case? Please write 
own some b i f n t s.
Q2. How r gul ly d you bu s s i ab e fo products that can be described by
th  cat o es bove ( . ., f ir-t ade, organi , ittle o  o packaging and locally sourced 










The next s  of quest s h ld be nsw red ind p nden ly again by each partic-
i an  The qu ti ns will ask some inf rmati n bout your food shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, fa ily a d important others. 
Q4. Which ust ina  fo d pr d c s do y  inte  to buy during our xt shop? (this question 
wa  used as  de oy t r fle t from the c ual co sumption da a collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food            
Organic food             
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
            
Food with little
or n pa king
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• I understand that any information recorded in the investigation ill re ain confi-
dential and no information that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Ev nt. 
Signed _________________       Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask you about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be answered independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom So etimes Often lm st
Always
Always 
Fairtrade food             
Org nic food                
F od with little or no
packing                
Locally sourced f od               
Please now compare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The options above describe sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade or organic food. Everyone shows so e differences and similarities in 
sustainable shopping. How similar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you do things differently if this was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some information about your food shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, family and important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do you intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to reflect from the actual consumption data collection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic fo d 
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I underst d that any information recorded in the invest gation ill re ain confi-
de tial and no informatio  that id ntifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent to taking part i  this exper ment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Ev nt. 
Signed _________________       Date __________ 
The first se  f questions will ask you abo t your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should b  answer d independ ntly by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. H w ften do you buy any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... Never Alm s  
ever 
Seldo  Some imes Often lmost
Always
Alway  
Fairtrade food             
Org ic food          
F od with little r no
packing           
Lo ally s urced f od          
Please now c mpare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The options abov  describe sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade or rganic fo d. Everyone shows so e differences nd similarities in 
sustainable shopping. How similar or dissi ilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in t e same household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you do things dif erently if this was not the case? Pl ase write 
do n some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e., fai -trade, organic, little or no p ckaging and locally sourced 










The next set f questions should be answered independentl again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask so e infor ation about your food shopping behaviour 
and your social n twork, i.e., friends, family and important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food prod cts do y u intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
w s used as a decoy t  refl ct from the actual consumption data collection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food           
Organic fo d 
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
            
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• I understand that any i formation recorded in the investigation ill re ain confi-
ential and no i formation that ident fies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent to aking part i  t is experiment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Ev t.
Signed _________       Date _________ 
The first et of questions will ask you ab ut your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be a swere  i de endently by each p r icipant and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How ten d  ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Alm s  
Never
Seldo  Sometimes Often lmost
Always
Always 
Fairtrade food             
Org nic food            
F od with little or no
packing             
Locall  sourced f od            
Please n w com are your food shopp ng beha iour above with that of your dis-
cussion p rtner. The option  bove describe sustaina le food shopp ng b haviour, e.g., 
buying fair-tr de or rganic food. Everyone shows so e differences and similarities in 
su tainable sh pping. How similar or dissi ilar are y u to you discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you liv  in the ame household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you o things di feren ly if this was not th  case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How reg larly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e. fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging and lo ally sourced 










The next et of que tions should be a swere  i dependently gain by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some i formation ab ut your food shopp ng behaviour 
and your s cial network, i.e., friends, fa ily and impo tant others. 
Q4. Which sustainable foo  pr ducts do you intent to buy during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used as a d coy to reflect from the ctual consumption data collectio  after t  a tivity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food             
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• I u de st nd that any i form recorded the investigation ill remain confi-
ential and no i formation that ident fies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent to ak ng part i  th experiment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Ev t. 
Signed _________       Date _________ 
The first et f questi ns will ask you about y ur current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be a swere  i depe ently by each p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How often do ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Alm st 
Neve  
Seldo  Sometimes Often lmost
Always
Always 
Fairtrade food            
Org nic food             
F od with little or no
packing              
Locally s urce  f d             
Please now compare your fo d shopp ng beha iour above with that of your dis-
cuss  pa tn r. The options above describe sustainable fo d shopp ng b haviour, e.g., 
buyi g fair-tr de or rganic food. Ev ryon  shows so e differences and si ilarities in 
su t inable sh pping. How simila or dis i ilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the ame household and eat or buy the 
food toget , would you o things di ferent y if this w  not th  case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How reg larly do y u buy sustainabl  food products that can be described by 
the categories ab v (i.e., fair-tr de, organic, little or no packaging and lo ally sourced 










The next et of questions should be a sw re  i dependently gain by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask s me i f rmation ab ut your fo d shopp ng behaviour 
and your s cial network, i.e., friend , fa ily and impo tant others. 
Q4. Which su tainable foo  pr d cts do you inten  to b y during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used s a d coy to reflec  from the actua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
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• I u d st nd tha  any i format on rec ded in the investigation will remain confi-
ential and no i formation th t ident fies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent o ak ng part in th experime t which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Ev t.
Signed _________       Date _________ 
The first et of questi ns will ask you bout y ur current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be swe ed i dependently by ach p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1 How often do ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost
Never 
Seldo  So etimes Often lmost
Always
Always 
Fairtrade food             
Org nic food               
F od with little or no
packing                
L cally source  food               
Please now compare your fo d s pp ng beha iour above with that of your dis-
cuss  partn r. The options abov  descri  sustainable fo d shopp ng b haviour, e.g., 
buyi g fair-tr d  or rganic foo . Everyon  hows so e differences and si ilarities in 
su tainable sh pping. H  imilar or di lar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainabl food s ppi g. If y u liv  in the am  household and eat or buy the 
ood toget er, would you o things di f ren ly if this w  not th  case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. H w reg larly d  y u uy sustainable food products that can be described by 
he categories ab ve (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and lo ally sourced 










The next t of questio s should be a swere  i dependently gain by each partic-
ipant. The questi ns will ask s me i formation ab ut your fo d shopp ng behaviour 
and your s cial etw rk, i.e., friends, fa ily and impo tant others. 
Q4. Which su tainable foo  pr d cts do you intent to buy during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used as a d coy o reflect from the actua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
it as n t analysed). 
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• I u d st nd that any i format on reco ded in the investigation will remain confi-
ential and no i form tion that ident fies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent o ak ng p rt in h experiment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Ev t. 
Signed __        Date _________ 
The first et of questi n will ask you about y ur current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be swe e  i dependently by ach p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How often do ou b  any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost
N ver 
Seldo  Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade f od              
Org nic food              
F od with little or n
packing               
L cally source  f d              
Please now compare your fo d s opp ng beha iour above with that of your dis-
cuss  partn r. The options above descri  sustainable fo d shopp ng b haviour, e.g., 
buyi g fair-tr de or ganic food. Everyon  shows so e differences and similarities in 
su tain ble sh pping. Ho  similar or di ilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable f od shoppi g. If you liv  in the am  household and eat or buy the 
food oget er, would you o things di f rently if this w  not th  case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How eg larly d  y u buy ustaina le food products that can be described by 
he categories ab ve (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and lo ally sourced 










Th  next et of questio s should be a swere  i dependently gain by each partic-
ipan . The q estions w ll ask s me i formation ab ut your fo d shopp ng behaviour 
and your s cial etwork, i e., friends, fa ily and impo tant others. 
Q4. Which s tai able foo  pr d cts do yo  inte t to buy during y ur next shop? (this question 
was sed as a coy o reflect rom t  actua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
it was n t analysed). 
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• I understan that ny information recorded in th  i vestigation will remain confi-
dentia  and n  infor ation that d ntifies  will be made publicly available. 
• I c s nt to aking n is experim nt which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Ev n . 
Signed       Date __________ 
The first set of q estions will ask  about your curr nt food shopping behav-
iour. Th s should b  an w red independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. H  oft n  you buy a y of th  following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food              
Org nic food                
F o  with little or no
packing                
L cally sourced fo d               
Please n  com are your fo d shopping behav ur above with that of your dis-
cus ion partn r. The ptions abov desc i e sustainable f od shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying i -trad o  organic f od. Everyone shows so  differences and s milarities in 
ustainabl shopp ng. How s m lar o di simil  ar  you to your discussio partner in 
your sustainable food s pping. If you live in the same ho s old and eat or buy the 
fo d t get er, ould you o t i gs diffe ently if th s was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How r gul rly do you bu s s ainable foo  products that can be described by 
th  cate o es bove (i. ., f ir-t ade, organi , ittle o  o packaging and locally sourced 










The next s t of questio s should be nsw red ind penden ly again by each partic-
ip nt. The qu sti ns will ask some informati n bout your food shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, fa ily a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustaina le fo d prod cts do yo  intent to buy during your ext shop? (this question 
wa  used as a de oy t r fle t from the c ual co sumption da a collection af er the activity, hence 
it w s not nalysed). 













Fairtrade food            
Organic fo d 
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
            
Locally sourced
f od
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• I understand that any information recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
dential and no information that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________________       Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask you about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be answered independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often d  you buy any of the f ll wing. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seld m Som times Often Almost 
Always 
Always
Fairtrade food    
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced f od               
Please now compare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The options above describe sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade or organic food. Everyone shows some differences and similarities in 
sustainable shopping. How similar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you do things differently if this was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ipant. The qu stions will ask some information about ur fo d sh ppi g behaviour 
and your ocial ne ork, i.e., friends, f mily and mpor ant other . 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do you intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to reflect from the actual consumption data collection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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de tial and no informatio  that id ntifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this exper ment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________________       Date __________ 
The first se  f questions will ask you abo t yo r current food shopping behav-
iour. This should b  answer d independ ntly by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. H w ften d  you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
Sel o S me imes Often Almost 
Always 
Always
Fairtrade food    
Organic food           
Food with little r no 
packing           
Lo ally s urced f od          
Please now c mpare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The options abov  describe sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade or rganic fo d. Everyone shows some differences nd similarities in 
sustainable shopping. How similar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in t e same household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you do things dif erently if this was not the case? Pl ase write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e., fai -trade, organic, little or no p ckaging and locally sourced 










The next set f questions should be answered independentl again by each partic-
ip nt. The qu stion  will ask so e inf rmati n b ut your fo d shopping b havi r 
d your oci l work, i.e., f ie ds, f mi  a imp r n rs. 
Q4. Which sustainable food prod cts do y u intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
w s used as a decoy t  refl ct from the actual consumption data collection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food             
Organic food             
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
            
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ential and no i for ation that ident fies e will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to aking part in t is experiment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________       Date _________ 
The first et of questions will ask you ab ut your current foo  s o i g e av-
iour. This should be a swere  i de endently by each p r icipant and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How ten d  ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
Seldo S metimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always
Fairtr de f d  
Organic food            
Food with little or no 
packing             
Locall  sourced f od            
Please n w com are your food shopp ng beha iour above with that of your dis-
cussion p rtner. The option  bove describe sustaina le food shopp ng b haviour, e.g., 
buying fair-tr de or rganic food. Everyone shows some differences and similarities in 
su tainable sh pping. How similar or dissimilar are y u to you discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you liv  in the ame household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you o things di feren ly if this was not th  case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How reg larly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e. fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging and lo ally sourced 










The next et of que tions should be a swere  i dependently gain by each partic-
ipant. The qu stion  will ask s me i f rm ti n ab ut y ur fo d sh pp g b havi ur 
an  y ur ci l e work, i.e., f iends, f i  n  impo ant ers. 
Q4. Which sustainable foo  pr ducts do you intent to buy during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used as a d coy to reflect from the ctual consumption data collectio  after t  a tivity, hence 
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• I u de st nd that any i form recorded the investigation will remain confi-
ential and no i formation that ident fies e will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent to ak ng part in th experiment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________       Date _________ 
The first et f questi ns will ask you abo t y ur current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be a swere  i depe ently by each p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How often d  ou buy any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
Seld Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always
Fairtrade food  
Organic food             
Food with little or no 
packing              
Locally s urce  f d             
Please now compare your fo d shopp ng beha iour above with that of your dis-
cuss  pa tn r. The options above describe sustainable fo d shopp ng b haviour, e.g., 
buyi g fair-tr de or rganic food. Ev ryon  shows some differences and similarities in 
su t inable sh pping. How simila or dis imilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the ame household and eat or buy the 
food toget , would you o things di ferent y if this w  not th  case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How reg larly do y u buy sustainabl  food products that can be described by 
the categories ab v (i.e., fair-tr de, organic, little or no packaging and lo ally sourced 










The next et of questions should be a sw re  i dependently gain by each partic-
ipant. The qu stion  will sk s me i f rm tion ab ut your fo d shopp g b havi ur 
an  y ur ci l e w rk, i.e., f iend , fa ily nd impo tant thers. 
Q4. Which su tainable foo  pr d cts do you inten  to b y during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used s a d coy to reflec  from the actua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
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• I u d st nd tha  any i format on rec ded in the investigation will remain confi-
ential and no i formation th t ident fies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent o ak ng part in th experime t which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________       Date _________ 
The first et of questi ns will ask you bout y ur current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be swe ed i dependently by ach p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1 How often d  ou buy any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
Seldo  Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always
Fairtrade food  
Organic food              
Food with little or no 
packing               
L cally source  f d               
Please now compare your fo d s pp ng beha iour above with that of your dis-
cuss  partn r. The options abov  descri  sustainable fo d shopp ng b haviour, e.g., 
buyi g fair-tr d  or rganic foo . Everyon  hows some differences and similarities in 
su tainable sh pping. H w imilar or di m lar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainabl food s ppi g. If y u liv  in the am  household and eat or buy the 
ood toget er, would you o things di f ren ly if this w  not th  case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. H w reg larly d  y u uy sustainable food products that can be described by 
he categories ab ve (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and lo ally sourced 










The next t of questio s should be a swere  i dependently gain by each partic-
ipa t. The qu stion will sk m i f rm tion ab ut yo r f d shopp g b havi ur 
an  y r ci l e w rk, i. ., f iends, fa ily nd i po tant thers. 
Q4. Which su tainable foo  pr d cts do you intent to buy during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used as a d coy o reflect from the actua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
it was not ana sed). 
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• I u d st nd that any i format on reco ded in the investigation will remain confi-
ential and no i form tion that ident fies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent o ak ng p rt in th experiment which is part of he BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed __        Date _________ 
The first et of questi n will ask you about y ur c rrent food shopping behav-
iour. This should be swe e  i dependently by ach p rticip nt and forms the basis 
of th  experiment. 
Q1. How often d  ou buy an  of the f ll wing. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
Seldo Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food   
Organic food              
Food with little or no 
packing               
L cally source  f d              
Please now compare your fo d s opp ng beha iour above with that of your dis-
cuss  partn r. The options above descri  sustainable fo d shopp ng b haviour, e.g., 
buyi g fair-tr de or ganic food. Everyon  shows some differences and similarities in 
su tain ble sh pping. How similar or di milar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable f od shoppi g. If you liv  in the am  household and eat or buy the 
food oget er, would you o things di f rently if this w  not th  case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How eg larly d  y u buy ustaina le food products that can be described by 
he categories ab ve (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and lo ally sourced 










Th  next et of questio s should be a swere  i dependently gain by each partic-
ipan . The q sti ns w ll ask s m i f rm tion b ut your fo d sh pp g behaviour 
a  y r c l w rk, i e., fri nds, fa ily nd impo tant others. 
Q4. Which s tai able foo  pr d cts do yo  inte t to buy during y ur next shop? (this question 
was sed as a coy o reflect rom t  actua  consumption d ta collection after t  a tivity, hence 
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• I understan that ny information recorded in th  i vestigation will remain confi-
dentia  and n  infor ation that d ntifies  will be made publicly available. 
• I c nsent to aking n is experim nt which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed       Date __________ 
The first set of q estions will ask  about your curr nt food shopping behav-
iour. Th s should b  an w red independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experi ent. 
Q1. H  oft n d  you buy any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food    
Organic food              
Food with little or no 
packing              
L cally s urced f d               
Please n  com are your fo d shopping behav ur above with that of your dis-
cus ion partn r. The ptions abov desc i e sustainable f od shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying i -trad o  organic f od. Everyone shows so  differences and s milarities in 
ustainabl shopp ng. How s m lar o di simil  ar  you to your discussio partner in 
your sustainable food s pping. If you live in the same ho s old and eat or buy the 
fo d t get er, ould you o t i gs diffe ently if th s was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How r gul rly do you bu s s ainable foo  products that can be described by 
th  cate o es bove (i. ., f ir-t ade, organi , ittle o  o packaging and locally sourced 










The next s t of questio s should be nsw red ind penden ly again by each partic-
ipant. The qu sti ns will ask some informati n bout your fo d shopping behaviour 
a d your ci l n work, i. ., fr e ds, fa ily d important others. 
Q4. Which sustaina le fo d prod cts do yo  intent to buy during your ext shop? (this question 
wa  used as a de  t r fle t from the c ual co sumption da a collection af er the activity, hence 
it was ot analys d). 













Fairtrade food             
Organic food             
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
            
Please now compare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussi n artner. The opti ns ab ve describe s stai able f od shopping behaviour, e.g.,
buying fair-trade or organic food. Everyone s ows some iffere ces and similarities i
sustainable shopping. How si ilar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same household and eat or buy the
food together, would you do things differently if this was not the case? Please write
down some brief notes.
Q2. How egularly do y u buy sustainabl f d products that can be described by the
categories above (i.e., fair-tr de, organic, littl or no pack ging n l cally so rc fo )?
(revealed descrip ive norms)
Similarities:
Differences:
Q3: How important do you think it is to buy sustainable food and why?
Similarities:
Differ nces:
The next set of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some information about your food shopping behaviour
and your social twork, i.e., fri nd , family and im rta t oth rs.
Q4. Which sustain bl f o products d you intent o b ri you n xt shop? (this
qu stion wa us d s deco to r flect r m t e act l c u p i n dat c llecti
the activit , h nce t was n t ys d).
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• I understand that any information recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
dential and no information that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________________       Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask you about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be answered independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced food               
Please now compare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The options above describe sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade or organic food. Everyone shows some differences and similarities in 
sustainable shopping. How similar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you do things differently if this was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some information about your food shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, family and important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do you intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to reflect from the actual consumption data collection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I understand that ny information recorded in the i vestigation will remain confi-
dential and n  information that identifies e will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed __________       Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask  about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be answ red independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced food               
Please now compare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The ptions above descri e sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fai -trade or organic f od. Everyone shows som  differences and s milarities in 
sustainable shopp ng. How s m lar o dissimilar are you to your discussio partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same hous hold and eat or buy the 
food t gether, would you o thi gs differently if this was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categor es above (i. ., fair-trade, organic, little or o packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should be answ red independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some informati n about your food shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, fa ily a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do yo  intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to refle t from the actual consumption data collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food              
Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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dential nd n  nfor ation that identifies e will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed __________     Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask  about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should b  answ r d independe tly by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often d  you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fair rade food                
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced food               
Please now c mpare your f od sh pping be viour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The ptions above descri e sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fai -trade or organic f d. Everyone shows o  d ff re ces and s milarities in 
sustainable sh pp ng. How s m lar o dissimilar are you to your discussio partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If y live in the s me hous old and eat or buy the 
fo d t gether, would you o thi gs differently if this was no  the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do y u buy sustain ble food products that can be described by 
the c tegor es above (i. ., fair-trade, org nic, little or o packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should b  answ red independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questi ns w ll ask some informati n about your f od shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, fa ily a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do yo  int n to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to refle t fr m the actual c sump ion data collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
I Intent to 
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Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
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Event. 
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The first e of questio s will ask you about your current food s opping behav-
iour. This should be answered independently by e ch participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. H w often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
S ldom Som times Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
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Locally sourced food               
Please now compa e y ur food s opping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The opti ns ove descri e sustainable food s opping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade r organic f od. Everyo e shows some differences and similarities in 
sustainable shopping. H w similar r dissimilar are you o your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food s pping. If you live in the same househ ld and eat or buy the 
f od t gether, w uld you d  things differ ntly if this w  not the case? Please write 
down s me brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy su tainable food products that can be described by 
the categori s ab ve (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and locally sourced 










The next s t of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some in rmati n ab ut y ur food s opping behaviour 
and you  social network, i.e., friends, family a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products d i tent to b y during your next shop? (this question 
was sed as a decoy t  r flect from the actual consumption data coll ction after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I understand that any information c rded i  the i vestigation will remain confi-
den ial an  no nform t on that identifi s me w l e made pu icly available. 
• I co nt to taki g par  in this experiment wh c  is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed ______________        Date __________ 
The first s t f questi ns will ask you a out your current food s opping behav-
iour. Th s shoul  be answered ind penden ly by e ch participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Som times Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food               
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced food               
Please now compare y ur fo d s opping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partn r. T  option  above descri e s stainable food s opping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade r org ic food. Everyon  how  some d fferences and similarities in 
sustainab e shopping. H w simil r or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your susta abl  fo d sh pping. If you live in th  same househ ld and eat or buy the 
foo  together, w uld you do t ing diff r ntly if his w  not the case? Please write 
down s me brief notes. 
Q2. H w regul ly d  you buy sus ainable foo  products that can be described by 
the categori s above (i.e., f i -trade, o a ic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of qu stio s shoul  be answered independently again by each partic-
ipa t. The questi ns will ask some information ab ut y ur food s opping behaviour 
your social network, i.e., f iends, family a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustainabl  food products d you intent t  b y during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used s  dec y to r flec  from he actual onsumption data colle tion after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food              
Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I u de s nd hat any nfo mat on recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
tial and no nfor ation that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co s t to tak g part in th experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed ______        Date __________ 
The first set of q esti ns will sk you about y ur current food shopping behav-
our. This shoul be a sw red i dep ndently by e ch particip nt and forms the basis 
of the xperiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any f the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
eldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrad food              
Organic food               
Food with little or no 
packing               
Locally s urced food              
Pleas  ow c mpare your f d shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cuss partn r. Th  o t s above describe sustainable fo d shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buyi g fai -trade o  rganic food. Everyon  shows some differences and sim larities in 
sustain ble shopping. How imilar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your s tainable food shopping. If yo  liv in t e same household and ea  or buy the 
food toge er, would you do things differ ntly if this w  not the c s ? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How reg larly do y u buy sustainable food products that can e escribed by 
the categories ab ve (i.e., fair-tr de, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










Th ext se  of qu stions should be a sw red independe tly again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask s e information ab t your fo d shopping behaviour 
a  your s ci l netwo k, i.e. ri nds, family and important others. 
Q4. Which su ainable food pr ducts do you in ent to bu  during your next hop? (this question 
w s used as  decoy to reflect from the actua  c sumption d ta collec ion after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food             




            
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• I unde s an hat any fo ma ion record d i  the invest gation will remain confi-
dential a d no nformation that id ntif es me wi l be made publicly available. 
• I c nse to taki g part in t is experiment which is part of th  BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Sign d ________     Date __________ 
The first set of question  will sk you about your current food shopping behav-
iour. Th s should e nsw re  independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the xperiment. 
Q1. H w often do y u buy any f the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
eldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fair rade food             
Organic food             
Fo d with little or no 
packing             
L cally s urced food            
Please n  comp re your f od shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussio partner. The option  above describ  ustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying ai -tra e r o ganic f od. Everyo e hows some differences and sim larities in 
sta n ble h ppi g. How similar or dissimilar e you to your discussion partner in 
y ur sustainable od h ppi g. If you live in t e same household and ea  or buy the 
oo ogether, woul  you do th ngs differ ntly if this was not the c s ? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How eg larly do yo  bu ustaina le food products that can e escribed by 
th  categor es bove (i.e., fair- r de, organic, litt e or no p ckaging and locally sourced 










Th n xt se  of questions shou be a sw red independe tly again by each partic-
ipan . The q es s will sk so e informati n ab ut your food shopping behaviour 
and your social etwo k, i e. riends, family and important others. 
Q4. Which sustai able f o products do yo  inte t to bu  duri g your next hop? (this question 
was s d as a ecoy to r fl ct ro  the actu l c sumpt on data collec ion after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 










i el  Likely 
Very 
Likely 
Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
Organic food
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• I understand that any information recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
dential and no information that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________________       Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask you about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be answered independently by each participant and for s the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
N ver 
Seldom Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced f od               
Please now compare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The options above describe sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade or organic food. Everyone sho s some differences and si ilarities in 
sustainable shopping. How similar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you do things differently if this as not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some information about your food shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, family and important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do you intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to reflect from the actual consumption data collection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I understand that ny information recorded in the i vestigation will re ain confi-
dential and n  information that identifies e will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed __________       Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask  about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be answ red independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
L cally sourced f od               
Please now compare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The ptions above descri e sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fai -trade or organic f od. Everyone shows so  differences and s milarities in 
sustainable shopp ng. How s m lar o dissimilar are you to your discussio partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same hous hold and eat or buy the 
food t gether, would you o thi gs differently if this was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categor es above (i. ., fair-trade, organic, little or o packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should be ans red independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some informati n about your food shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, fa ily a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do yo  intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to refle t from the actual consumption data collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food             
Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I understand that ny i formation recorded n the i vestigation will remain confi-
dential nd n  nfor ation that identifies e will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed __________     Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask  about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should b  answ r d independe tly by each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often d  you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Some imes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic foo                 
Food with little or no 
packing                
L cally sourced f od               
Please now c mpare your f od sh pping be viour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The ptions above descri e sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fai -trade or organic f d. Everyone shows o  d ff re ces and s milarities in 
sustainable sh pp ng. How s m lar o dissimilar are you to your discussio partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If y live in the s me hous old and eat or buy the 
fo d t gether, would you o thi gs differently if this was no  the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do y u buy sustain ble food products that can be described by 
the c tegor es above (i. ., fair-trade, org nic, little or o packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should b  answ red independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questi ns w ll ask some informati n about your f od shopping behaviour 
and your social network, i.e., friends, fa ily a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do yo  int n to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to refle t fr m the actual c sump ion data collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
I Intent to 
Buy... 
V ry 










Fairtrade food             
Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I understa d t at any information recorded i  the investigation ill remain confi-
de t al an  o information that i nt fi s me will e made pu icly available. 
• I co sent to taking part in this experiment whic  is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________________     Date __________ 
The first e of questio s will ask you about your current food s opping behav-
iour. This should be answered independently by e ch participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. H w often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
S ldom Som times Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food               
Organic foo                 
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally s urced f od               
Please now compa e y ur food s opping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The opti ns ove descri e sustainable food s opping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade r organic f od. Everyo e shows some differences and similarities in 
sustainable shopping. H w similar r dissimilar are you o your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food s pping. If you live in the same househ ld and eat or buy the 
f od t gether, w uld you d  things differ ntly if this w  not the case? Please write 
down s me brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy su tainable food products that can be described by 
the categori s ab ve (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and locally sourced 










The next s t of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask some in rmati n ab ut y ur food s opping behaviour 
and you  social network, i.e., friends, family a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products d i tent to b y during your next shop? (this question 
was sed as a decoy t  r flect from the actual consumption data coll ction after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I understand that any information c rded i  the i vestigation will remain confi-
den ial an  no nform t on that identifi s me w l e ade pu icly available. 
• I co nt to taki g par  in this experiment wh c  is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event.
Signed ______________        Date __________ 
The first s t f questi ns will ask you a out your current food s opping behav-
iour. Th s shoul  be answered ind penden ly by e ch participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Som times Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food               
Organic food                
Food with little or no 
packing                
Locally sourced f od               
Please now compare y ur fo d s opping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partn r. T  option  above descri e s stainable food s opping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade r org ic food. Everyon  how  some d fferences and similarities in 
sustainab e shopping. H w si il r or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your susta abl  fo d sh pping. If you live in th  same househ ld and eat or buy the 
foo  together, w uld you do t ing diff r ntly if his w  not the case? Please write 
down s me brief notes. 
Q2. H w regul ly d  you buy sus ainable foo  products that can be described by 
the categori s above (i.e., f i -trade, o a ic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of qu stio s shoul  be answered independently again by each partic-
ipa t. The questi ns will ask some information ab ut y ur food s opping behaviour 
your social network, i.e., f iends, family a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustainabl  food products d you intent t  b y during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used s  dec y to r flec  from he actual onsumption data colle tion after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food              
Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I u de s nd hat any nfo mat on recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
tial and no nfor ation that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co s t to tak g part in th experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed ______        Date __________ 
The first set of q esti ns will sk you about y ur current food shopping behav-
our. This shoul be a sw red i dep ndently by e ch particip nt and forms the basis 
of the xperiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any f the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
eldom Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food              
Organic food               
Food with little or no 
packing               
Loc lly s urce  f d              
Pleas  ow c mpare your f d shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cuss partn r. Th  o t s above describe sustainable fo d shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buyi g fai -trade o  rganic food. Everyon  shows some differences and sim larities in 
sustain ble shopping. How imilar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your s tainable food shopping. If yo  liv in t e same household and ea  or buy the 
food toge er, would you do things differ ntly if this w  not the c s ? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How reg larly do y u buy sustainable food products that can e escribed by 
the categories ab ve (i.e., fair-tr de, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










Th ext se  of qu stions should be a sw red independe tly again by each partic-
ipant. The questions will ask s e infor ation ab t your fo d shopping behaviour 
a  your s ci l netwo k, i.e. ri nds, family and important others. 
Q4. Which su ainable food pr ducts do you in ent to bu  during your next hop? (this question 
w s used as  decoy to reflect from the actua  c sumption d ta collec ion after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food             




            
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• I unde s an hat any fo ma ion record d i  the invest gation will remain confi-
dential a d no nformation that id ntif es me wi l be made publicly available. 
• I c nse to taki g part in t is experiment which is part of th  BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Sign d ________     Date __________ 
The first set of question  will sk you about your current food shopping behav-
iour. Th s should e nsw re  independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the xperiment. 
Q1. H w often do y u buy any f the following. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
eldom Sometimes Often lmost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food             
Organic food             
Fo d with little or no 
packing             
L cally s urced f d            
Please n  comp re your f od shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussio partner. The option  above describ  ustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying ai -tra e r o ganic f od. Everyo e hows some differences and sim larities in 
sta n ble h ppi g. How similar or dissimilar e you to your discussion partner in 
y ur sustainable od h ppi g. If you live in t e same household and ea  or buy the 
oo ogether, woul  you do th ngs differ ntly if this was not the c s ? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How eg larly do yo  bu ustaina le food products that can e escribed by 
th  categor es bove (i.e., fair- r de, organic, litt e or no p ckaging and locally sourced 










Th n xt se  of questions shou be a sw red independe tly again by each partic-
ipan . The q es s will sk some infor ati n ab ut your food shopping behaviour 
and your social etwo k, i e. riends, family and important others. 
Q4. Which sustai able f o products do yo  inte t to bu  duri g your next hop? (this question 
was s d as a ecoy to r fl ct ro  the actu l c sumpt on data collec ion after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 










i el  Likely 
Very 
Likely 
Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
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• I understand that any information recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
dential and no information that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________________       Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask you about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be a swered independen ly b  each participant and orms the asis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... Neve Almost 
Never 
Sel om Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic food  
Food with little or no 
packing  
Locally sourced food               
Please now compare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The options above describe sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade or organic food. Everyone shows some differences and similarities in 
sustainable shopping. How si ilar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same household and eat or buy the 
food together, would you do things differently if this was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categories above (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ipant. T e questions will ask some i forma i n o t y u  food s o pi g be aviour 
and your ocial n work, i.e., fri n , fa ily nd i port n  other . 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do you intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to reflect from the actual consumption data collection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
I Intent to 
Buy... 
V ry 










Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I understand that ny information recorded in the i vestigation will remain confi-
dential and n  information that identifies e will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed __________       Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask  about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be a sw red independentl  by eac  participant d orms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Sel om Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic food  
Food with little or no 
packing  
Locally sourced food               
Please now co pare your food shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The ptions above descri e sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fai -trade or organic f od. Everyone shows som  differences and s milarities in 
sustainable shopp ng. How s m lar o dissimilar are you to your discussio partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the same hous hold and eat or buy the 
food t gether, would you o thi gs differently if this was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categor es above (i. ., fair-trade, organic, little or o packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should be answ red independently again by each partic-
ipant. T e questions will ask some i forma i n abo t y ur food sh pi g be aviour 
nd your ocial n work, i.e., fri nds, fa ily d impo tan  others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do yo  intent to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to refle t from the actual consumption data collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
I Intent to 
Buy... 
V ry 










Fairtrade food              
Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I understand that ny i formation recorded n the i vestigation will remain confi-
dential nd n  nfor ation that identifies e will be made publicly available. 
• I consent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU F stival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed __________     Date __________ 
The first set of questions will ask  about your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should b  answ r d independe tly b  each participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often d  you buy any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seld m Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Organic food  
Food with little or no 
packing  
Locally sourced food               
Please now c pare your f od sh pping be viour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The ptions above descri e sustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fai -trade or organic f d. Everyone shows o  d ff re ces and s milarities in 
sustainable sh pp ng. Ho  s m lar o dissimilar are you to your discussio partner in 
your sustainable food shopping. If y live in the s me hous old and eat or buy the 
fo d t gether, would you o thi gs differently if this was no  the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do y u buy sustain ble food products that can be described by 
the c tegor es above (i. ., fair-trade, org nic, little or o packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of questions should b  answ red independently again by each partic-
ipant. T e questi s w ll ask some informa i n abo t your f od sh ping behavio  
nd your oci l ne work, i.e., friends, a ily a  important oth rs. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products do yo  int n to buy during your next shop? (this question 
was used as a decoy to refle t fr m the actual c sump ion data collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
I Intent to 
Buy... 
V ry 










Fairtrade food              
Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I understa d t at any information recorded i  the investigation will remain confi-
de t al an  o information that i nt fi s me will e made pu icly available. 
• I co sent to taking part in this experiment whic  is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed _________________     Date __________ 
The first e of questio s will ask you about your current food s opping behav-
i ur. This should be answered i ependentl  by e ch par cipant a d forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. H w often do you buy any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
S l om Som times Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food               
Organic food  
Food with little or no 
packing  
Locally sourced food               
Please no  co pa e y ur food s opping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partner. The opti ns ove descri e sustainable food s opping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade r organic f od. Everyo e shows some differences and similarities in 
sustainable shopping. H w similar r dissimilar are you o your discussion partner in 
your sustainable food s pping. If you live in the same househ ld and eat or buy the 
f od t gether, w uld you d  things differ ntly if this w  not the case? Please write 
down s e brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy su tainable food products that can be described by 
the categori s ab ve (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and locally sourced 










The next s t of questions should be answered independently again by each partic-
ip t. T question will ask some in rma i n ab y r fo d s o ping ehaviour
and y u  oci l ne work, i. ., friends, amily a d importan  others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food products d i tent to b y during your next shop? (this question 
was sed as a decoy t  r flect fro  the actual consumption data coll ction after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I understand that any information c rded i  the i vestigation will remain confi-
den ial an  no nform t on that identifi s me w l e made pu icly available. 
• I co nt to taki g par  in this experiment wh c  is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed ______________        Date __________ 
The first s t f questi ns will ask you a out your current food s opping behav-
iour. Th s sh ul  b answered ind pende y by e ch participant and forms the basis 
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Som times Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food               
Organic food  
Food with little or no 
packing  
Locally sourced food               
Please no  co pare y ur fo d s opping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussion partn r. T  option  above descri e s stainable food s opping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade r org ic food. Everyon  ho  some d fferences and similarities in 
sustainab e shopping. H w simil r or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your susta abl  fo d sh pping. If you live in th  same househ ld and eat or buy the 
foo  together, w uld you do t ing diff r ntly if his w  not the case? Please write 
down s e brief notes. 
Q2. H w regul ly d  you buy sus ainable foo  products that can be described by 
the categori s above (i.e., f i -trade, o a ic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










The next set of qu stio s shoul  be answered independently again by each partic-
ip t. T e quest n will ask som inf rma i n ab y ur fo d s o ping behaviour 
a your o ia  ne work, i. ., f nds, fam ly a d impor an  others. 
Q4. Which sustainabl  food products d you intent t  b y during y ur next shop? (this question 
was used s  dec y to r flec  fro  he actual onsumption data colle tion after the activity, hence 
it was no  analysed). 













Fairtrade food              
Organic food              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I u de s nd hat any nfo mat on recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
tial and no nfor ation that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co s t to tak g part in th experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Signed ______        Date __________ 
The first set of q esti ns will sk you about y ur current food shopping behav-
our. This shou b  a sw red i dep ndent y by e ch particip nt and forms the basis 
of the xperiment. 
Q1. How often do you buy any f the foll wing. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
eldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food              
Organic food  
Food with little or no 
packing  
Locally s urced food              
Pleas  ow c mpare your f d shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cuss partn r. Th  o t s above describe sustainable fo d shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buyi g fai -trade o  rganic food. Everyon  sho s some differences and sim larities in 
sustain ble shopping. How imilar or dissimilar are you to your discussion partner in 
your s tainable food shopping. If yo  liv in t e same household and ea  or buy the 
food toge er, would you do things differ ntly if this w  not the c s ? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How reg larly do y u buy sustainable food products that can e escribed by 
the categories ab ve (i.e., fair-tr de, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 










Th ext se  of qu stions should be a sw red independe tly again by each partic-
ipan . T e questions will a k s e inf rma i  ab t yo r fo d sho ping behaviour 
 your ci  n w k, i.e. ri nds, family nd importan  ot rs. 
Q4. Which su ainable food pr ducts do you in ent to bu  during your next hop? (this question 
w s used as  decoy to reflect fro  the actua  c sumption d ta collec ion after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food             




            
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• I unde s an hat any fo ma ion record d i  the invest gation will remain confi-
dential a d no nformation that id ntif es me wi l be made publicly available. 
• I c nse to taki g part in t is experiment which is part of th  BU Festival of Learning 
Event. 
Sign d ________     Date __________ 
The first set of question  will sk you about your current food shopping behav-
i r. Th s should e sw re  independently by each participant and forms the basis 
of the xperiment. 
Q1. H w often do y u buy any f the f ll wing. 
I Buy... N ver Almost 
Never 
eldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food             
Organic food  
Fo d with little or no 
packing  
L cally s urced food            
Please n  comp re your f od shopping behaviour above with that of your dis-
cussio partner. The option  above describ  ustainable food shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying ai -tra e r o ganic f od. Everyo e ho s some differences and sim larities in 
sta n ble h ppi g. How similar or dissimilar e you to your discussion partner in 
y ur sustainable od h ppi g. If you live in t e same household and ea  or buy the 
oo ogether, woul  you do th ngs differ ntly if this was not the c s ? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How eg larly do yo  bu ustaina le food products that can e escribed by 
th  categor es bove (i.e., fair- r de, organic, litt e or no p ckaging and locally sourced 










Th n xt se  of questions shou be a sw red independe tly again by each partic-
ipa t. T e q s will sk s e informa i  ab t your food sho ping behaviour 
nd your i  w k, i e. ri nds, mi y nd mport n  o rs. 
Q4. Which sustai able f o products do yo  inte t to bu  duri g your next hop? (this question 
was s d as a ecoy to r fl ct ro  the actu l c su pt on data collec ion after the activity, hence 
it was not analys d). 










i el Likely 
Very 
Likely 
Fairtrade food               
Organic food               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
Locally
sourced food
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• I understand that any information recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
dential and no information that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent to taking part in this exper ment which is part of th  BU Festival of Learning 
Ev nt. 
Signed _________________       Date __________ 
The irst set f questi ns will ask you ab ut your curre t food shopping behav-
iour. This should be answered independentl  by each participan  and f rms th  b si  
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often d  you b  any of the foll wing. 
I Buy... Never Alm st
Never 
Seldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade f od                
Org nic food                
F od with little or n  
packing                
Locally sourced food               
Please n w compa e y r food sh pp  behav ur abov  with that of y r d s-
cussion partner. The optio s above d scrib  sustainable food sh pp ng behaviour, .g., 
buying fair-trade or organic food. Ev r ne sho  so e i f re ces d si ilaritie in
sustainable shopping. Ho  similar r dissim lar r  y u t  y u d scuss o  p rtner i
your sustainable food shopping. If you live in the sa hous hold and t or buy the 
food together, would you do things differen ly if th s was not the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regula ly do you buy ustainable food p oducts that can b  d cribed by 
the categories above (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 
food)? (revealed descriptive n ms)





The nex  set of q est ons sh uld be an wered dependently a ain by ac  partic-
ipant. The qu stions ill ask som  information b ut your fo d sh pping b haviour
and your social network, i.e., friends, family and important thers. 
Q4. Which sustai abl  fo d products do you nt nt to buy during your n xt s op? (this question 
was used as a decoy to reflect from the actual consumption data collection after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic fo d               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I understand that ny information recorded in the i vestigation will remain confi-
dential and n  information that identifies e will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent to taking part in this experiment wh ch is part of the BU F stival of Learning
Ev nt. 
Signed __________       Date __________ 
The irst set f questions will ask  ab ut your current food shopping behav-
iour. This should be answ red in ependently by each participan and for s the b si  
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often d  you b  any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost
Never 
Seld m S metimes Of en Almost
Always
Always 
Fairtrade f od                
Org nic food                
F o  with little or n  
packing                
Locally s urced food               
Please n w compa e y r food sh pp behav our abov with that f y ur d s-
cussion partner. The ptions above descri e ustainabl  fo d shoppi g behaviour, e.g., 
buying f i -trade r organic food. Ever one show  so i ferenc s d milaritie in
sustainable shopp ng. Ho  s m lar dissim l r a e y u to y ur discuss o p tner n
your sustainabl  f od shopping. If you live in the sa e hous hold and eat or buy the 
food t gether, would you o thi gs differently if this was no  the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regula ly do you buy sustainable food products that can be described by 
the categor es above (i. ., fair-trade, organic, little or o packaging and locally sourced 
food)? (revealed descriptive n ms)
Q3: How imp rtant d  you think i  i  to buy sustain b food and why?




The nex set of q est ns s uld be answ red depe dently a ain by eac  partic-
ipant. The qu sti ns will a k som  informati n bout your f d sh pi g behavi ur 
and your social network, i.e., friends, fa ily a d important others. 
Q4. Which sustai abl  fo d products do yo  nt nt to buy duri g ur next s op? (this question 
was used as a decoy to refle t from the actual consumption data collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food               
Organic fo d             
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I understand that ny i formation recorded n the i vestigation will remain confi-
dential nd n  nfor ation that identifies e will be made publicly available. 
• I co sent to taking part in this experiment which is part of the BU F stival of Le rning 
Ev nt. 
Signed __________     Date __________ 
The irst set f questions will sk  about yo r current food s opping behav-
iour. This should b  answ r d in epende tly by ach participant and forms the b si  
of the experiment. 
Q1. How often d  you buy any of the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Sel om Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Org nic food                
F o  with little or no 
packing                
Locally s urced food               
Please w compare your h ppi g b v our above with at of your d s-
cussion partner. The pti ns abov de cri e su taina le ood shopping behaviour, e.g., 
buying f i -trade r organic f d. Eve ne shows  f re ces d mi arit es in
sustainable sh pp g. How s m lar diss m l r ar  y u t  y ur discussi part e in
your sustainabl  f od sh pping. If y live n th s me hous old and eat or buy the 
fo d t gether, would you o thi gs differently if th s was no  the case? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do y u buy sustain ble ood products that can be described by 
the c tegor es above (i. ., fair-trade, org nic, little or o packaging and locally sourced 
foo )? (revealed descriptive n rms) 
Q3: H w imp r ant d  y u think it i  to b y sust in ble food an  w y?




The nex set of que i ns s ld b answ red indepen e ly again b  ach partic-
ipant. The qu sti ns w ll ask some inf rmati n bout your f shopp ng behavio r 
and your social network, i.e., frie ds, fa ily a  important others. 
Q4. Which sustainable food prod cts d  yo  nt n to buy during your next s op? (t s question 
was used as a decoy to refle t fr m the actual c sump ion data collection af er the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 
I Intent t  
Buy... 
V ry










Fairtrade food             
Organic fo d             
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I understa d t at any information recorded i  the investigation will remain confi-
de t al an  o information that i nt fi s me will e made pu icly available. 
• I co sent to taking part i  this exp riment whic  is part of the BU Festival of Le rning 
Ev nt. 
Signed _________________     Date __________ 
The irst e f questio s will sk you bout our curr nt f od s opping behav-
iour. This sh uld be answered independently by e ch participant and forms the b si  
of the experiment. 
Q1. H w often d y u buy any f the following. 
I Buy... N ver Alm st 
Never 
S ldom Som times Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Org nic food                
F od with little or no 
packing                
L cally sourced food               
Pleas  no c mpa e y ur food s ppi g behav our bov with tha  of your d s-
cussio  partner. The opti ns ove describe sustainable food s opping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade r organic f d. Ever show so e if rence   imilarities in
sust nable shopping. H w simil r r dissim l r  y u o your di c ssion rtner in
your sustainable food s pping. If you live in the same househ ld and eat or buy the 
f od t gether, w uld you d  things differ ntly if this w  not the case? Please write 
down s me brief notes. 
Q2. How regularly do you buy su tainable food products that can be described by 
the categori s ab ve (i.e., fair-trade, organic, little r no packaging and locally sourced 
foo )? ( evealed descriptive norms) 
Q3: How impor ant  y u think it i  to b y st i able f od nd why?




Th  nex  s t of que i ns h uld  answ red i ep ndentl  again by ach pa tic-
ipant. Th qu stions will sk som  in m ti n ab ut y ur fo  s opping behavi ur 
and you  social network, i.e., friends, family a d important others. 
Q4. Wh ch sustainabl  food products d o t nt to b y during your next s op? (th s question 
was sed as a decoy t  r flect from the actual consumption data coll ction after the activity, hence 
it was not analysed). 













Fairtrade food              
Organic fo d               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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• I understand that any information c rded i  the i vestigation will remain confi-
den ial an  no nform t on that identifi s me w l e made pu icly available. 
• I co nt to taki g p r in this experiment wh c  is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Ev nt. 
Signed ______________        Date __________ 
The irst s t f questi s will ask you a out your current food s opping behav-
i ur. Th s shoul b answered i d penden ly by e ch participant and form the b si  
of the experi ent. 
Q1. How often d you buy any of the f llowing. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
Seldom Som times Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food                
Org nic food                
F od with little or no 
packing                
Locally so rce  fo d               
Pl a e now c pare y u  f  s oppi g b hav our bove ith tha  of y ur d s-
cussio  partn r. T  optio a ove descri e s stainable food s opping behaviour, e.g., 
buying fair-trade r orga ic food. Ev yon how so e ff rences  similarities in
sustainab shopp . H w s mil r r d ssim lar re y u t your di c ssion p rt er i
your susta abl  fo d sh pping. If you l in th  same househ ld and eat or buy the 
foo together, w uld you do t ing diff r ntly if his w  not the case? Please write 
down s me brief notes. 
Q2. H w regul ly d  you buy sus ainable foo  products that can be described by 
the categori s above (i.e., f i -trade, o a ic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 
foo )? ( evea d descriptive n r s)
Q3: How impor ant o  th k it s o buy sustai able food  wh ?




Th  ex  set of qu stio  sho d be answered i dependently again by each partic-
ipa t. The q sti n  will sk some inf rm ti n ab t ur fo d s opping be aviou  
your social net ork, i.e., f iends, family a d important others. 
Q4. Wh ch sustai abl  food products d you nt nt t  b  during y ur next s op? (this question 
was used s  dec y to r flec  from he actual onsumption data colle tion after the activity, hence 
it was ot analysed). 
I Intent t  
Buy... 
Very










Fairtrade fo d              
Organic fo d              
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
             
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• I u de s nd hat any nfo at on recorded in the investigation will remain confi-
tial and no nfor ation that identifies me will be made publicly available. 
• I co s t to tak g part in th experiment which is part of the BU Festival of Learning 
Ev . 
Sig ed ______        Date __________ 
The irst set f qu sti ns will sk you about y ur current food shopping behav-
o r. This shoul be a sw red i dep ndently by ch particip nt and forms the b si  
of the xperiment. 
Q1. How often d  you buy any f the following. 
I Buy... Never Almost 
Never 
eldom Sometimes Often Almost 
Always 
Always 
Fairtrade food              
Org nic food               
F od with little or no 
packing               
Locally s urce  food              
Please now c mpar  you  shoppi g behav our abov  ith that of your d s-
cuss partn r. Th  o t s above describe sustainable fo d shopping behaviour, e.g., 
i g f -trade o  rgan c foo . Everyon  shows so e ifferences d sim larities in
sust in ble shopping. How imilar r dissim l r e y u t  your iscu sion partner in
your s tainable food shopping. If yo  liv in t e same household and ea  or buy the 
food toge er, would you do things differ ntly if this w  not the c s ? Please write 
down some brief notes. 
Q2. How reg larly do y u buy sustainable food products that can e escribed by 
the categories ab ve (i.e., fair-tr de, organic, little or no packaging and locally sourced 
fo d)? (reve le  cr p ive n rms) 
Q3: H w imp r t d  y  th k it i  to buy sustainable food a  wh ?
Sim lariti : 
Differences: 
 
Th e  of q ti ns should be a sw r d i depende tly again by each partic-
ip n . The q stions will sk s e information ab t your fo d shopping be aviour 
an  our s ci l netwo k, i.e. ri nds, family and important others. 
Q4. Which su ainabl food pr ducts do ou n nt to bu  during your next op? (this question 
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i el  Likely 
Very 
Likely 
Fairtrade food               
Organic fo d               
Food with 
little or no 
packing  
              
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This is the end of the experiment. Please join the researchers for a tea/coffee and
biscuit to discuss the experiment.
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